ATTENTION
Read carefully before using the Vacuum Grip
Please read the following instructions to ensure that this product is used safely and responsibly.
1. Applying Conditions:
The Vacuum Grip must be used on non-slippery surfaces under dry weather conditions. Stop operating tool immediately when there are vehicles or people nearby. Make sure the area surrounding the operator is clear when tool
is in use.
2. Treatment of the Vacuum Grip:
Danger – do not use the Vacuum Grip if the gum is damaged. Never try to loosen the gum with a sharp tool such
as a knife or screwdriver. Always keep your vacuum grip clean and dry. Oil or wax the gum will adversely affect
the tool’s function and safety. Clean the gum with mild detergent and water only. Do not use harsh chemicals or
solvents.
3. Operating Surfaces:
The Vacuum Grip is intended for use on smooth glass or car surfaces only. Do not use on surfaces permeable by
air such as wood, cement, etc. Proper suction cannot be maintained on such surfaces. Be aware that coated
surfaces may peel and degrade the suction of the tool.
4. Capacity:
• Model VG100 - 77 Lbs.
• Model VG200 - 154 Lbs.
• Model VG500 - 55 Lbs.
5. Safety Tips for Operating the Vacuum Grip:
- Be sure that the Vacuum Grip gum and the application surface are clean and dry—no dirt, oil, or grease.
- Always wear gloves and safety shoes when using the Vacuum Grip.
- Vacuum Grip is designed for use as a hand tool only – never use it to connect cars or drag heavy-duty machinery.
- Never hang objects on the Vacuum Grip—they could drop and be hazardous.
- Do not use Vacuum Grip for extended periods. When used continuously, the tool’s suction force will decrease,
creating potentially hazardous conditions.
- Make sure suction force is complete at all times.
- Never use the Vacuum Grip in conditions exceeding its suction limit
- Do not modify Vacuum Grip or install it onto other tools.
- Never physically hang from a Vacuum Grip or use it to climb walls. Vacuum Grip is not intended or designed for
such usage, which is extremely hazardous.
- Keep Vacuum Grip in its box when not in use and store in a cool, dry place. Keep away from high temperatures
and direct sunlight.
- Keep Vacuum Grip away from children—it is not a toy.
- Stop using Vacuum Grip at once if any abnormal conditions are observed.
This safety information has been provided only as a general guide. There may be additional local or State regulations regarding the operation of this tool. Always comply with OSHA regulations.

Always inspect, operate and maintain this tool in compliance with:
1. General Industry Safety and Health Regulations, part 1910, OSHA 2206, which is available from Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC 20402.
2. Your State, County, and Local Regulations.

